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Yun chujiu saw that ye Xinwan did not move and knew that it was the work of DI beiming. She curled her 

lips. It was good to have a strong backer! 

 

“Aunt, I really don’t understand. I have never offended you, why do you have to target me? It’s fine if 

you usually insult me, but you still want to occupy my courtyard and even poison me to ruin my looks. 

What is the reason for this?” 

 

Ye Xinwan was about to speak, yun chujiu chuckled. “Actually, I know even if you don’t tell me. Because 

of your inferiority complex, you were suppressed by my mother’s halo until you lost all luster. You Can’t 

compete with my mother, so you want to vent your resentment on me. 

 

“TSK tsk, I have to say that you’re really good at deceiving yourself. “You’ll never be able to compete 

with my mother in this lifetime. Even your daughter can’t compete with me. Stop Dreaming!” 

 

Ye Xinwan’s vicious gaze was like a poisonous snake. “Little B * Tch, you’re spouting nonsense! I can’t 

compare to that ye Lan? What a joke! 

 

“That ye Lan was so insufferably arrogant back then. What happened in the end? “Didn’t she still marry 

a lowly person? “Did she give birth to a trash like you? 

 

“As for me, I’m the wife of a super aristocratic family. My Son is the most favored junior in the fan 

family. My Su Xue is ten thousand times stronger than you. Her spiritual power and family background 

are much higher than yours! You will never be able to compare to her in this lifetime.” 

 

“TSK TSK, I really sympathize with you. Sometimes, self-deception is also a kind of skill. Do you still need 

me to remind you of what happened back then? It’s just your honey and your arsenic! 

 

As for fan suxue, TSK TSK, I don’t need to compete with her spiritual power, nor do I need to compete 

with her family background. I just need to be more beautiful than her!” 



 

As Yun Chujiu spoke, she lifted the veil on her face. Her beautiful face instantly stunned everyone 

present, especially the bright confidence in her eyes, which burned ye Xinwan’s confidence. 

 

“You! You! How can you not be disfigured? This is impossible!”Ye Xinwan shouted in disbelief. She was 

clearly disfigured. 

 

“I can’t help it. Who asked me to be the darling of Tian Dao! I was disfigured on the first day, but I 

recovered the next day! Don’t you think it’s infuriating?” 

 

Ye Xinwan felt her head buzzing. She was completely devastated by the fact that Yun Chujiu was not 

disfigured. 

 

“Aunt, although my mother and you are not on good terms, we are not mortal enemies, right? Why do 

you have to target me? Did someone say something to you that shouldn’t be said?”? 

 

“Besides, I’m also very puzzled. How did cousin Su Xue get disfigured by the salt-free powder?”? “Is it 

really the retribution of Tian Dao, or have you guys been schemed against? 

 

“TSK TSK, you don’t have to doubt me. I’ve never even left Shaohua Garden. “Moreover, my appearance 

has already recovered to its original state. Why should I provoke you guys?” 

 

boxn ov el. c o m 

Ye Xinwan couldn’t help but think of Liu Shi and ye Bingying. If it wasn’t for their instigation, even 

though she couldn’t Stand Yun Chujiu, she might not have thought of occupying the courtyard. 

 

If ye Bingying hadn’t kept talking about how beautiful Yun chujiu was in front of Su Xue, Su Xue wouldn’t 

have suggested poisoning her. All of this was instigated by the mother and daughter. 

 



However, Ye Bingying was also disfigured. How could she explain this? 

 

“Aunt, do you think that Ye Bingying is no longer a suspect just because she’s disfigured? I think that 

there might have been a slight deviation in their plan. That’s why she accidentally got herself involved. It 

can only be said that it’s retribution,”Yun Chujiu said with a smile. 

 

Dog-eat-dog was the most interesting thing. Even if they couldn’t really fight, it was still good to prevent 

them from joining forces. 

 


